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THE AUGUST MEETING
featuring

40 & 80 METER ANTENNAS AND BALUNS
BY W6TC GEORGE BADGER
and SUPER RAFFLE II

DATE:

Friday, 14 August 1981

TIME:

Cocktails --- 6:30 P.M.

PLACE:

HARRY'S HOFBRAU, at the Palo Alto Airport/Golf Course

PROGRAM:

George Badger will give us the lowdown on wire beams and baluns
for 40 and 80 meters. K6RK has arranged for the popular 1C2AT to
be raffled off at the meeting. The mighty-mite HT is courtesy of
Madison Electronics in Houston. The club mimeo machine will be
auctioned off - latest reports say it works.

Dinner Time --- 7:30 P.M.

NEW DIRECTOR -- W6TPH
When N6ST was elected to Vice President last month, this left an opening for
a new Director. W6TPH Bill Zachman was appointed by the Board of Directors
to fill this post for the coming year. Congrads Bill and good luck with the
new job.

THINGS TO COME
September picnic at Linda Vista Park in Cupertino featuring hiking trails,
wild life, and all the comforts of home. The picnic will feature a new game
"DXpeditioner" of which details are to come from our able Picnic Chairman
KR60.
October meeting
Office.

-

talk

by

FCC

engineer

in

charge of San Francisco Field

December meeting (Sunday, the 13th) - Christmas party at Villa Chartier,
San Mateo.
Exceptional slide show by Adam, N6QR and the annual visit by
W6 Santa Claus.
Exchange of $1 presents.
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NCDXC MEETING MINUTES
JULY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING (continued)

10, 1981

Meeting was held at Harry's Hof Brau in Palo Alto. After
~
the cocktail hour, the business meeting convened at
8:02 PM PDT.
~

-=-

Guests were introduced and included W6AM, Don Wallace,
LX1ML, N6CHO, N6DJM. Lloyd Colvin, W6KG introduced Don
Wallace and read an 83rd birthday greeting on the occasion of
Don's 83rd birthday. Don then presented an award to Carolyn Brand,
WA6AKK for her dedicated work for the Yasme Foundation and the QSL chores.
As our DXer publication is probably one of the finest of its type in the
USA, the club presented to the DXer editor a gift of QSL cards. Don
Wallace spoke on the very first days of the NCDXC.
First readings of membership applications were given to N6DJM, WA6FKK and
WB6FEF. Second readings were given to KB6G, W6FGD and 4X4WN. All were
unanimously voted into full membership. Congratulations fellows and
welcome to our august body of DX worshippers. W6ZZC had requested reinstatement and the club voted him back into membership.
The Life Memberships of Lloyd Colvin W6KG and Iris Colvin W6QL were
approved and the certificates and badges were presented, along with words
of congratulation by AA6AD Bruno. Congratulations, Lloyd and Iris from
the club'

A letter from Lou Beaudet was read and his request for funds for the Aland
Island DXpedition. The secretary will write Lou with a quote from the
BoD minutes of May 18, 1981, regarding the NCDXC policy.
Merle K6DC recommends that the club instigate an alert system so that
club members may be contacted in a hurry. Possibly 2 meters may be used
but the problems with any system are immediately apparent.
Former president Bruno AA6AD outlined meeting procedures and agendas for
future goals, i.e., picnic, CQ WW, ARRL DX Test, DXpedition and the 1983
International DX Convention. We will attempt to reserve the Visalia meeting place and guide lines for the operation of the 1983 meeting are being
formulated.
Our esteemed DXer editor, wife and family are heartily commended for their
wonderful production and the very hard work that is being put out by them.
Thanks, AC6V and family.
Logo discussion - the logo of N6AN will be submitted to Bud Bane W6WB for
his approval and finalization. Bud's advertising agency and staff of
artists are well qualified in this sort of situation.
The deadline for 1981-1982 dues is October 31, 1981. The next roster will
go to press November 1st and all delinquent members will be dropped.
The 1980 Marathon Awards for the NCDXC marathon contest will be printed by
N6ST.

A very fine program was presented by N6ST Steve and N6KA Arne on their
DXpedition to St. Kitts, Montserratt and Antigua. Fine slides were shown
and appropriate descriptions made for a fine program. Thank you, gentlemen.

The Christmas party/meeting plans are under way and the place and date
will be announced as soon as the hall is reserved.

The DXpedition to ZK2 by WA6AHF, WB6EXW, N6HR and K6RU on October 26 is
on and will help the club score in the upcoming DX tests.

N6ST brought up the point that Madison Electronics would like to have the
opportunity to participate in any future club meeting raffles. The board
agreed this should be so.

After a short treasurer's report and a very short report by the secretary,
Bruno AA6AD spoke. Bruno told of his gratifying experience as club president and introduced our new president K6DC Merle Parten. The new vicepresident is N6ST, new treasurer is K6RK and old secretary is W6VG.
Merle solicits any suggestions re the club activities and operations by
mail.

It was suggested by N6ST that the club should participate in the QSL
manager field. This should give the club a little more publicity aroun4
the world. The subject was tabled pending further investigation.
It was noted that the California Award Chairman should attempt to publicize the award. Suggestions included the major radio magazines such as QST,
CQ, Ham Radio, 73 Magazine, World Radio News.

No old 'or new business, so the meeting adjourned at 10:16 PM PDT.
Respectfully submitted,

i('?:CI!:

President K6DC has decided that possibly monthly BoD meetings are not
necessary and will call for them as needed.
W6VC

Secretary

MINUTES OF NCDXC BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
JULY }3,

A discussion was held on the WAZ award QSL authentication situation and
N6ST will contact CQ re this subject.

1981

At the August club meeting, the board of directors wili ask the membership for approval to require present Associate members to up-grade to full
membership by June 30, 1982.
The commercialism that sometimes is heard on the repeater was discussed
and we must stop the practice before the FCC gets on us. The DXer will
print a statement in this regard. N6AN will research the subject.
1

Meeting was held at the home of W6VG and convened at 7:33 PM PDT. Present
were K6DC new president, AA6AD outgoing president, N6ST, N6AN, W6BJH,
K6RK, WD6DLK and W6VG.

Meeting adjourned at 10:45 PM PDT.

Various programs for the August meeting were discussed but no final decision was made. The club picnic plans are in the capable hands of W6NLG,
with helpers W6BJH and W6VG. The proposed date will be between the 15th
and 30th of September, 1981.

Ron Panton, W6VG
Secretary

Respectfully submitted,

It was suggested that the board approach the NCCC to see how they feel
about having an NCCC member be the combined contests chairman in the CQ
and ARRL tes.. }

)

,-

FROM THE NEW PRES I DENT
I hope this adiministration will be able
to bring the club members into close
agreement on some controversial issues.
Sometimes misunderstandings are just a
lack of communication. Don't be like
your neighbor with TVI, waiting until
he is ready to explode before saying
anything. If something is serious to
you, let us know by phone or mail and
we will work on it.
Let's try to keep the meetings sweet,
simple,
happy and serene.
I would
like to be your moderator, not a dictator.
Merle Parten
K6 Dolly's Cousin

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS
One of the questions heard on the repeater repeatedly is the QTH of strange
prefixes such as AN4, 6El, 4A2, 8]3,
ZZ5, etc. Those are easy to find on
the inside back cover of any ARRL Log
Book or on page 2 of both the U.S.
and Foreign Radio Amateur Callbooks
under the title of International prefixes.

************

FROM THE OX DICTIONARY
Repeater timeout is a one way
A gross injustice is 144
than an injustice.

ragch~w.

times

worse

************

DXer HAM MART
HEARD ON THE BANDS
On pages 9 and 10 are Ham Merchants
offering products and services of interest to DXers. Please be sure to
mention The DXer ads when contacting
these merchants who help pay for the
printing of our newsletter.

DXPEDITIONER on a rare isle after
working four portable W6' s in a row:
"I can't believe all of you
are portable."
VOICE:
"We were exiled."

************

CONTEST CALENDAR
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

8-9
15-16
15-16
15-17
15-17
22-23
22-23
29-30
5-6

5-7
6
9-11
12-13
12-13
12-14
19-20
26-27
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European C.W. Contest
SEANET Phone Contest
S.A.R.T.G. RTTY Contest
New Jersey QSO Party
Rhode Island QSO Party
Ohio QSO Party
All Asian C.W. Contest
Occupation Contest
Alabama QSO Party
Four Land QSO Party
North America Sprint
YLRL "Howdy Days"
European Phone Contest
New Mexico QSO Party
Washington State QSO Party
Maryland/De QSO Party
Delta QSO Party

Submission of club dues is rather slow
this year, so another "CQ Dues" has
been issued by the Keeper of the Coins.
Full members, send $12.50; associate
and absentee members, send $6.25 to:
Chuck Patterson, K6RK
3101 Withers Avenue
Lafayette, CA 94549
NCDXC, P. 0. Box 608
Menlo Park, CA 94025

FAMOUS DX SAYINGS
The following are sayings that famous people would have said had
they been DX'ers (and they probably were). Pick the person who
most likely would have uttered each.

l;y

1 • "Beam West, young man."

~Horace Gree~e

Daniel Boone

Andrew Jackson

2. "Millions for the Buro, but not one cent for IRC 's."
~r1ck He ~

Charles Pinckney

John Jay

3. "I came, I saw, I broke the pileup."

Alexander the Great

4.

"Wh~try
~ 1 11 R ~

Napoleon

needs is a good 5 cent IRC."

5. "I do not choose to QSL."

Lyndon Johnson

William M. Tweed

Thomas Marshall

~ \
~

Warren Harding

call."

7.

"The world must be safe

Abraham Lincoln
8.

fo~---- )
~

Franklin D. Roosevelt

"Am I my brother's manager?"

Job
9.

Commodore Perry

Douglas MacArthur

Abraham

"Pileups are hell. "

Stonewall Jackson

Robert E. Lee

10. "Work 'em again, Sam."

Woody Allen

ANSWERS:

~SMOU~

a6p11oo3

04M 'Ol

u1~1B3

·s

JULY PUZZLE SOLUTION:

Ingrid Bergman

UBWJa4s '1 WB1111M '6
U1B3 '8
11B4SJBW sBwo41 ·~
JBsaB3 '£

UOS11M MOJpOOM 'L
sa1JB43 ·z

Aau~~U1d

sauor 1nBd U4or ·g
Aa1aaJ9 a~BJOH 'l

JULY PUZZLE WINNER - W6JD
Doug Westover came out on top of the crossword puzzle pileup for the month of July
and receives 5 IRCs from the club's coffers.
Submissions were also received from K6ZM,
stalwart AJ6V, W6SC and KG6S, all of whom
had correctly solved the puzzle. Doug
surfaced on top by the luck of the draw.
DEADLINE FOR THE SEPTEMBER DXer
August 28th is the deadline for inputs to the
September DXer newsletter.
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DX NEWS

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE?

NCDXC Members DXpeditions
to Niue Island
Five members of the Northern California
DX Club will be on DXpeditions to Niue Island (ZK2) in October and November 1981
including operation for both the CQ WW
Phone and CW Contests.
WB6EXW and WA6AHF will operate from Niue
during the period 21-29 October and K6RU,
AA6AD, N6HR and KB6JK will be there from
25 November - 3 December. License arrangements are complete, however, call signs
will not be known until our arrival on
Niue.
Operation will be on all bands 10m-160m
with emphasis on the low bands during noncontest periods.
QSL via:

Northern California DX Club Inc.
P.O. Box 608
Menlo Park, CA 94025
-Courtesy Gary Cervo WB6EXW

Juan De Nova may be put on the air by some
FR¢ in September.
7Q7 operation by WA4SKE August 15, 21.295
at 1700Z, August 16, 14.245 at 1100Z.
K5VT trying for 9U5, 7P8, 5Z, 5H and 8Z,
S7 and S9!!!
Look for W4LZZ at TJ, TZ and 3X.
Nepal operation planned by a team of JA's
now thru August 10. Listen for 9N1BMK on
10M to 80, SSB and CW.
So. Orkney VP8ZR reported the only station
on. Listen 21.280 from 2100Z to 2230Z.
Cocos Isle VK9NYG heard often 21.190
transmit 21.290 listen around 1300Z.
3V8 a British DX Club is trying for this
one 26 October to 2 November signing 3V8DX
(maybe).
San Felix DXpedition looking good for 1428 September.
SU1 AA a YL op has been on 21.288 around
0300Z.
DF4GV/W6 who recently visited an NCDXC
Club meeting and was entertained by W6GO
and W6HUA will be in HBOland Aug. 7 thru
Aug. 17 with DJ8BD, working lots of - CW
30 Khz up from the band edges all freqs.
- Summary of W6LQC' s Net OX News
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Well, maybe not, but the World ITU Zone
Award should be tough and interesting and
provide new DX ground for those who have
"worked them all. 11 Fifteen of the 90 ITU
zones are "ocean zones". Here from John
Lee K6YK are the rules:

World ITU Zone Award Rules
This award will be issued to amateurs and
SWL's who work/hear prescribed numbers of
the ITU zones of the world. There are 90
ITU zones.
QSL cards are suggested but not required.
If QSL's are not submitted, a GCR list of
contacts including date, call, band and
mode shall be submitted. The list must be
verified by a local club official or two
licensed amateurs.
Awards will
classes:

be issued in the following

H.F. Award
Class D•..••. 40
Class c . ..... 50
Class B ••.•.• 65
Class A· • • • · • 75
Class AA ..... 90

Zones
Zones
Zones
Zones
Zones

VHF Award
Class D• ••.•. 5
Class c ...... 10
Class B • •••. • 15
Class A.•.... 20
Class AA ••... 25

Zones
Zones
Zones
Zones
Zones or More

The official ITU zone list and map will
be the criteria for determining zones.
List and map are available from K6YK for
an SASE. The zone list is published yearly
in QST magazine prior to the IARU Radiosport Championship.
Applications for the World ITU Zone Award
should be sent to:
John Lee, K6YK
3654 Three Oaks Road
Stockton, CAlif. U.S.A.

95205

Fees are as follows:
Basic Award - $2.00 Postpaid (including endorsements requested at
the same time)
Future Endorsements- $.50 Postpaid
This is a non-profit award program. Fees
are used to offset postage and stationery
costs.
- John Lee, K6YK

12 FEET OF PAPER
While looking at the July edition of
The DXer on my dining room table
prior to collating, I became curious
about the statistics of the 350 copies.
The July DXer is 12" high, weighs 24
pounds and consists of over 2,100
pages. A rough estimate gives figures
of 9,000 words per issue, that's approximately 45,000 characters. We had
12 article contributors, 4 collators/
mailers, 1 typist and 1 label maker.
For one year, the pileup of
mailed would be 12 feet high,

DXers
weigh

IS THERE A POET
IN THE CLUB?
Having just set up a new word
processor and printer on my
Apple computer, I fired
up the system on a Sunday morn to try it out
and do some writing
for The DXer. For some
reason, a limerick popped
into the old noggin and I got hooked on
trying to write DX limericks. After several days of futility, I decided not to publish the rhymers -- they were that bad.
However, my XYL Shirl said she wouldn 1 t
type The DXer this month if I didn't (she
likes limericks), so here goes nothin.
There was a DXer named Mostel
Who fell silent and drifted to Hell
With a ghostly Telerex
He was rare DX
But no country status sez ARRL
There was a QRPer named Swat
Who ran a mega-milliwatt
He was timid, not bold
Having never been told
That Mega times milli = kilowatt

288 pounds and consist of 25,000 pages,
108,000 words and 540,000 characters.
Besides the interesting statistics, the
point of this article is to thank all
the people responsible for making it
happen, and to solicit articles and
inputs. Putting together The DXer goes
a lot better if we have a backlog of
articles. We can use technical articles,
humor, DX news, DX operating notes,
reference data, etc. We sure would be
grateful for your input. Send to the
editor, AC6V, 455 Jacaranda Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

There was a DXer named Shel
Who worked all countries but Hell
When he ceased to be
A Silent Key
Shel couldn't work himself, oh well
Unfinished, Do-It-Yourself Limericks:
There was a lid named Slade
Who suffered an FCC raid

There was a DXer -- McNurd
Who broke every pileup he heard

The Return of Orange XIX
There was a computer -- Orange XIX
Who had a penchant for working DX
It drove Dave near mad
When its logic went bad
and it refused to go QRX
When asked why so
Replying with bravado -I AM ON LINE, THEREFORE I AM DX
And Last But Not Least

There was a CW gun named Post
Who suffixed his call West Coast
Running a kilowatt of drive
Listening 14.195
He was the WEST COAST CW POST with the most
Page 6

There was a big gun -- McSieve
Who had bogus QSL cards to give
THE ENDING FOR THIS ONE
WON'T BE WRITTEN
FOR EONS TO COME
73 from me -- AC6V

ROSTER UP-DATES
ADD:
W6TSQ (E), San Canter, 405 Marion Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941
W6ZZC (A), Earl D. Rouse, 3821 Coppola Ave., Visalia, CA 93277 (209) 734-0378
KB6G (E), Tom Moyer, 846 Sunny Arbor Ct., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-1778 (415) 968-9200
4X4WN (A), David Sudry, 334 Ruth Ave., Mt. View, CA 94043
(415) 968-6066 (415) 493-4802
W6FGD (A), Marvin E. Juza, 1025 Havre Ct., Sunnyvale, CA 94087 (408) 245-2655
CHANGE:
WA6RVR new address: 3504 Winston Way, Carmichael, CA 95608
K6QQE now NC6S, work phone (415) 541-2880
KB6HP, delete home phone
WA6IUM (E)
W6MUR 2820 Grant St., Concord, CA 94520 (415) 682-1354
W6LPM to absentee member
WliCU, RFD 4-Box 288 (603) 224-6825
W6QL Life member
W6KG Life member
W6TER, Jerry Smith, 601 S. Clark Street, New Orleans, LA 70119 (

) 486-5707

DELETE:
WB6UJO, Wesley Loudon, Silent Key

...........................................................
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE

DID YOU KNOW?

9:05A.M., a new boss has called the DXer
on the carpet for being late.

To determine your cw sending speed, count
how many times you can send the word
"PARIS" in one minute?

NEW BOSS: They tell me you have a history
of being late to work. What's the
trouble?
DXer: Well, to tell the truth, I was on
Amateur Radio trying to make a contact with a station in Ethiopia. Took
me longer than I thought it would --lots of other stations wanted to talk
to him.
BOSS (with a look of total disbelief):
Miss Jones would you please leave us
alone for a moment and close the door
behind you?

That all U.S. amateurs, including extras,
are limited to 250 watts DC input in the
Novice segments of the bands?
That WWV utilizes a male voice and WWVH
features a female voice to distinguish
between the two stations?
That the cw abbreviation qlf means "try
sending with left foot for awhile"!!!
ALL ARE TRUE.

(Secretary leaves.)

ONE LINERS

BOSS: Why didn't you say you are a DXer.
I'm KllDX. When did the ET come up,
what frequency, who's the QSL manager? Was it long path, how long will
he be there?

Ever notice how a station's listening ability is inversely proportional to the
power that he runs?

(After several minutes of swapping DX
stories.)

An SV2 after working W's for a couple of
hours:
"73 and QRT, I just used up my
log book."

BOSS: Incidently, I'll probably stay
home tomorrow to work the ET . and I _
want you to be in charge till I get
back.

"You're 5 by 9, old man, but I missed
your call, name and QTH. Could you please
repeat my signal report?"
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PROPAGATIO~,

PART 2: THE IONOSPHERE

by David M. Barton, AF6S

Ionization in the upper atmosphere is responsible for all DX propagation at HF. It is always present to one degree or another. Ionization is aas,
in this case air, in which outer-shell electrons have
been stripped from some of the atoms. Some source of energy must be
present to ionize a gas since the electrons would not spontaneouslv
depart their atoms. The principle sources of that energy are:
1. Ultra-violet radiation from the solar corona.
2. Higheneroy
subatomic
particles, also from the sun.
3. Cosmic
background
radiation,
similar to solar ionizing
radiation, but much lower in flux, of course.
4. Micrometeorites. The extremely high temperatures produced as
these enter the atmosphere leave trails of ionized air.
Ionized air has several types of effects on radio waves. At HF a

insufficiently to return to the earth's surface. The waves will then
escape into space. The freauency
just below this is called the
"maximum usable freauency" or "MU!'"'. Actually MUF depends on wave
angle,
beinc hiahest for the lowest anole. This is why the ham with
the hiohest. tower tends to note band openings starting earlier and
las tina lonaer. Also, the lonoest "skiP" for a qi ven wave- anqle will
tend to occur when freouency is just be"low the MUF.
.
Ionization does not vary smoothly with altitude. Instead, various
peaks and valleys normally form. Since strongest bending occurs where
ionization is areatest, the ionosphere behaves as if "layers" existed
in the ionization. These "layers" have been given letter names which
depend on the altitude of occurance, and since the effects on a wave
depend on both ionization density and the altitude at which it
occurs,
the behavior of each "layer" is unioue. The "1 ayers .. are more
precisely referred to as ''regions''.

wave encountering ionization may be:

1. Bent or "refracted". The direction of bending is generally
away from the direction of increasing ionization.
2. Scattered. A dense "patch" which is illuminated by a radio
signal !'lay be "seen" by receivers in all directions from the
"patch". This effect is most noticeable on 6 and 111J meters.
3. Separated
into
two components.
In this stranoe-seeming
process,
two
waves
are produced,
each with oppositedirection circular polarization.
The paths of the two
components
(called "ordinary" and "extraordinary" rays) will
be different since they will be differently refracted by
subsequently-encountered ionization.
4. Absorbed, partially or totally.
VARIATION WITH ALTITUDE
The level of ionization in the atmosphere tends to vary with
altitude,
increasing up to about 711J miles and then decreasing as the
densitv of air available to ionize diminishes. Also, at hiaher
alt~tudes
molecular collision frequency is reduced. Since molecular
collision is the mechanism by which de-ionization occurs, this means
that persistence of ionization increases with altitude.
VAR1ATION WITH TIME AND POSITION
All the energy sources supporting atmospheric ionization except the
cosmic backqround are highly variable. This causes the ionization
level to vary continuously. Since each part of the atmosphere has a
different exposure and since the earth's magnetic field bends solar
particles
and is itself affected by ionospheric currents,
the
structure is very complex and difficult to predict. Some of the
variables are cyclical as follows:
1. The earth's rotation on its own axis causes a diurnal variation in irradiation and powers ionospheric winds.
2. The earth's axis-tilt with respect to its solar orbital plane
causes variation in the duration and incidence anole of solar
irradiation above any point on the earth.
·
3. Solar activity varies in a 11-year cycle.
4. Some scientists believe solar activity also varies over a
longer cycle, perhaps having a period of several hundred
years. This cycle may also cause long-period weather variations.
EFFECTS ON PROPAGATION

The n-region is the lowest of these, ranging from about 42 to 55
miles in height. The region is characterized by high molecular
density,
relatively low ionization density and a very short recombination time of about 1 minute. This means that the region disappears
very shortly after sunset and reforms auickly at sunrise. Due to the
hiah molecular collision rate,
the reqion absorbs HF waves rather
strongly,
beina the cause of weak daytime sionals on the lowerfreauency bands.
The E-reaion ranees from about 60 to 80 miles hiah. Here total air
densitv is lower and ionization hiaher than in the D-region. The
region. nevertheless has a verv short persistence of about 2.minutes.
The region can return HF sianals to earth over a wide ranae of
frequencies ran~ins from the R~ to the 10-meter band. Also, particularly dense "patches" can form and even travel at high velocities
in the ionospheric winds. The ionization density can be high enough
to return 6-meter signals. The "patches" can form, dissipate and move
very quickly, which justifies their name: "sporadic-F". The region is
responsible for "short- skip" in daytime on the HF bands.
The F-reaion extends from about li1J0 to 300 miles hiah. It consists of
two sub-reaions with very different behavior called the Fl and F2
layers.
The Fl-layer is normally about 130 miles in height. It has
quite low electron-density, but is very thick. Signal absorption is
small due to very low collision-frequencv in the thin atmosphere.
Recombination time is about 4 minutes, so this layer is also limited
mostly to daytime or shortly after sunset. The Fl layer is very much
activated by eneraetic solar radiation.
Thus its MUF is heavily
dependent on the sunspot cycle. The F2-layer is hi~her, at around 211J0
miles.
Its existence is almost entirely controlled by solar activity.
The layer can return signals over the entire HF range and sometimes
its MUF can even cover 6-meters. The persistence of the F2-layer can
be hours so that its MUF declines slowly after sunset. This is why
the bands can be open at night.
It also explains the sequential
closing of bands after sunset, highest-freauency first,
and the
reverse seauence at sunrise. being the highest, the F2-layer also
produces the longest skip-distance.
For any layer to supoort propaaation, the frequency in use must be
above the MllF of the lower layers and below the MUF of that layer.
This is the main reason that the hiahest "open" band over a given
path is usuallv the best. The fact that P-layer absorption decreases
with increasing frequen~y is a second cause in daytime.
references:
1.

The most noticeable and il'lportant effects on HF waves are bendino and
absorption.
Both increase with increasino ionization and decrease
with . increasing wave freouency. At any lev~l of ionization some frequency will exist at which the lowest-angle signals will be refracted

~rmel
Picauenard,
York, 1974.

'Radic Wave Propaaation', John Wiley & Sons, New

2. Kenneth
Davis,
'Ionospheric
Waltham, Mass., 1969.
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FREE!

(New subscribers only)
NO KIDDING. Send $26 (regular subscription price) and I'll send you
The DX Bulletin every week for a year,
plus-r'll give you a brand new N6RJ
Second Op ••• absolutely no extra charge.
The DX Bulletin
306 Vernon Avenue
Vernon CT 06066

Published by
Jim Cain, KlTN

ACT NOW ••• limited time offer!
MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC.
1.508 McKINNEY
HOUSTON, TEXAS nOlO
713 6.58-0268

Dear Members of the Northern California DX Club:
We are an old (since 1940) established supplier of amateur equipment. We would like the
opportunity of serving your needs. We handle and inventory most products. We promise
competitive prices and prompt, courteous service.
Please call me personally,
Don Busick - K5AAD
Owner
Texas residents only - add sales tax

HAM RADIO OUTLET
999 Howard Ave.
Burlingame, CA 94563
(415) 342-5757

1-800- 231-3057 6-10 PM CST M-W-F

HAM RADIO OUTLET
2811 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 451-5757

REPLACE RUSTED ANTENNA BOLTS
with Stainless Steel. Small quantities.
Free catalog. Elwick Supply Co., Dept. 420,
230 Woods Lane, Somerdale, N.J. 08083

* ECONOMY QSL's FOR DX *

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST
AMATEUR RADIO INVENTORY

All entries on one side of card. Light weight stock
(170 cards = I lb) but not flimsy. $12 per 1000.
S.A.S.E. (35¢, :/1=10) W4TG, Box F, Gray, GA 31032

*** Authorized Kenwood Dealer ***

THE NATIONAL CONTEST JOURNAL
The only periodical devoted entirely to
contesting. For sample copy, write:
NCJ, Box 79252, Houston, TX 77024

Be first in the pileup . •••
get it at Ham Radio Outlet'
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THE HAM MART
TELE-COM ELECTRONICS
Dennis W6LVY

George K6GZK

DeeWB6QYB

15460 Union Avenue, San Jose, CA 95124
(408) 377-4479 (Phone orders OK)

A COMPLETE AMATEUR RADIO CENTER
Featuring:

ALL MAJOR BRANDS OF QUALITY
TRANSCEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK
!COM - MFJ - YASEU - KLM - VHF ENGINEERING
WILSON - BEARCAT - BELDEN - TEMPO - SANTEC
AND MANY) MANY MORE ,

RQ SERVICE CENTER

14910 LG Blvd, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Book:"Owner Repair of Radio Equipment" $8.95
Radio equipment repair service - shop or UPS
Tel: (408) 356-1026 QSK K6RQ

~~~-~-)'

··.::l';-

QSLS FOR DX ERS

~

~.·

••vA.

Also
A COMPLETE LINE OF VIDEO AND COMPUTERS AND PARTS.
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

&ct->·

Designed & Printed by a DXer /.v
v,•••••
··.9~r. who knows what you want ! "&/
•·uo
. \. •*
•••••p/. Write for FREE samples. -¢:./
~~

(~

••••<5'

~·

W4MPY DX QSLS
o./
705 Audubon Circle
Belvedere, SC 29841

SEALING COAXIAL CABLE
Robert Wheaton , WSXW, provides advi ce on how to effectively
seal coaxial cable where it connects to the antenna. He notes
that too often the braid and centre conductor of the cable
are simply fanned out, with no sealant applied to prevent ingress of water--this is often the case, he points out,
··h
homemade dipole-type antennas . He writes:
11 The old trick of looping the cable over the centre insulator and taping it t o provide a strain relief is a good one;
however , unless the cable end is carefully sealed before connection to the dipole, water will enter and be drawn 'uphill'
round the loop by capillary action, and can eventually contaminate the entire line.
"Frequently, amateurs attempt to seal the cable with sili - ,
cone rubber sealants . Two problems exist here: 1) almost no
adhesion exists between the viny l or pvc jacket and the silicon e rubber; and 2) during curing the silicone rubber compound releases highly corrosive acid vapours, which can devastate the conductive surfaces of connectors.
"Where the cable is attached directly to an antenna, an effective means of sealing the end is to use epoxy: t he illustration below shows how a pl astic pipe - cap or plastic chairleg tip can be us ed as a form to hold the epoxy as i t cures;
it can then be left i n place. The braid should be expanded so
that it is loose enough for the epoxy to flow around all the
conductors . After pouring 1n t he epoxy, work the coaxial
cable around in the pipe cap to promote saturation of the
braid by the epo xy."
Coaxial cat>le
P laSti C P •Pt" cap

"Row faster guys. ·
Bruno sez we must
make Nuie by noon
or lose the license! "

form to hold
epoxy r esm

Fig 4. W5xw·s reco mmend ed m ethod of >ealing the end of a
coaxial cable feeder connecting directly t o an antenn a . The
plastic form' holds the epoxy until it c ures
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AMATEUR RADIO CROSS-REFERENCE PUZZLE
AUGUST

1981

BY ERIC

W6DU

As you fill in the answers to the definitions, place the letters in the corresponding blanks below. You will discover some words of wisdom and /or
wit.

YOUR WORD

DEFINITION OR SYNONYM
A.

Antenna.

B.

Noted NCDXC member lives here.

C.

Dummy Load,

D.

NCDXC member CCM lives here.

47

_';

48

t/

61

A}

37 67 -9-

24 /

/J

_1_8_

'!

---:u-

__L

I

60 1;4 --yo

- 7- -49- -23- -69- - 3- -15- -28- -31-

E. GJ2LU antenna is under this.

73

41

46

64

}J---

f9
A

11

33

26

25

72

v

F.

Unit named after Mike.

G.

Quality needed in DXing.

_1_
"2"iJ - 1 - fi"6" ' 8 ~
. o
J; I
/
;:;
_L ~ _:r_ _(_ _f_ __&_ _I_ ~

H.

Lossy part of tri bander .

2
.ey
5
16
63
~ -rJ__!_ ~

I.

Some DXers use lots.

---h- _Q_ _bL _f_

J.

Reception due slim.

K. A K7 often in limelight is one.
L.

All DXers want less of this.

M.

K6ANP

F1

G2

G17 818

E33 L34 K35

C3

E4

G5

G6

C7

E19 F20 G21 122 C23

89

42

38

51

53

71

36

22

56

39

40

59

50

57

52

32 /

35

11

_s_

10

54

34

55

65

45

12
p
29

62

13

14

21

58

··'C

43

KlO Kll K12 M13 Ml4 C15 G16

A24 025 G26 827 C28 l29 F30

136 837 H38 J39 J40

046 A47 A48 C49 J50 H51 J52

~

__!.!__ __f)_ _L

F8

17

C31 K32

041 H42 K43 844 L45

153 K54 L55 !56 J57 G58

J 59 860

A61 M62 G63

064 L65 F66 867 H68 C69 870 !71 072 073

NOTE: Send completed puzzle to AC6V, 455
Jacaranda Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Send •
no IRCs. Club will supply prize of 5 IRCs.
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YL:

Wh at ' s a ]-letter wor d for QRM?

OM:

Y- 0 - U.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC., P.O. Box 608, Menlo Park, CA 94025
The DXer is the bulletin of the NCDXC and is published monthly 'for the · benefit of the club members. Permission to use
any portion of this publication is hereby granted, provided that credit is given The DXer.
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FIRST CLASS
FIRST CLASS
FIRST CLASS

Dave Barton
Phil Garrahan
Jay O'Brien
Robert Smithwick
Jan O'Brien
Dick Letrich
Jay O'Brien
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AIR MAIL

--·W6RGG

